Part time developer at BiomX software unit

About the company:
https://www.biomx.com/

Job description:
Part time position in BiomX Software unit, specialized in bioinformatics algorithms and pipelines to support the company’s microbiome & phage activities. Will focus on code development tasks and pipeline automation and assist in QA and documentation as required. Great opportunity to get a taste of the HighTech / BioTech industry.

Requirements - must:
Python fluency
Comfortable working on Linux OS
Highly motivated
Organized

Requirements – advantage:
Background in biology / bioinformatics
Background in web development
Experience with AWS, SQL, Docker

Logistics:
Available to work roughly 90 hours per month.
Coming to the office is optional, working from home is fine.
Work hours are flexible.
Suitable for students

Send your CV to:
biomx.66.F14@applynow.io